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Faculty
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Genesis of dilemma

The DUTY to settle
 Varies from state to state, but

 Most require settlement when liability is reasonably
likely or clear and damages likely to exceed the limits of
liability

 Most, but not all, require demand within policy limits

CAVEAT: for each issue, know the particular state
law
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Two Scenarios
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1. Multiple claimants against an insured with
insufficient limits of liability
 Less likely today for insurer to agree to a partial

settlement

 Effect of occurrence and aggregate

2. A claimant willing to release fewer than all
the insureds under one policy



Scenario 1

• 2-car auto accident – red
car/blue car

• Driver of blue car solely at
fault

• Passenger in blue car dies of
injuries three days after
accident

• Driver of red car dies at the
scene

• Damages for each likely to
exceed $3 million

• Blue car covered by $1
million smooth

• State law requires pre-
litigation disclosure of
insurance limit

• Lawyers for families of blue
car passenger and red car
driver make $1 million
demands
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Tactics

• Plaintiff’s counsel
– Early demand within policy limits

– Time limited demand

• Policyholder’s counsel
– Insist that all efforts be made to

protect policyholder from all
claims

– If unable, maximize the bang for
the buck

– For policies with limits eroded by
defense costs:

• Avoid exhaustion or reduction of
policy limits by overzealous
defense counsel

• Except for conflicts, hire one
attorney to represent all
defendants (two defense counsel
may be needed)

• If more than one defense counsel
is required, the defense work
should be steered to the principal
covered defendant

• Consider a blended hourly rate
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Steps to protect insurer against ECL

• Overriding themes:

– Maximize the insured’s
benefit of the policy

– Act like the insurer’s money
is at risk

– Consider demands without
regard to the limit of liability

– Strive to demonstrate
reasonableness in a difficult
situation

– Take steps that document
insurer good faith
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Specific steps

• Keep the insured(s) closely informed
and allow them a role in making
decisions when able (open book)

• Thoroughly investigate and analyze
claims, liability, and damages—use
defense counsel to inform judgment

• Take and document steps to
effectuate a global settlement with
input of the insured (Should potential
claimants be contacted?)

• Check insurance policy for priority of
payments

• Let the players know that the insurer
is prepared to pay the limits of liability

• Consider offering the insured(s)
decisionmaking authority on
settlement spending (may require
unanimity if multiple insureds)

• Consider retaining separate counsel
to guide claim management decisions

• If it appears that defense costs will
exhaust or unduly impair policy limits,
consider early settlement or less than
policy limits

• Consider interpleader in an
appropriate case
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Interpleader

• An abdication of the insurer’s
responsibility to maximize
“bang for the buck”

• Perhaps different with
– impecunious insureds or
– policies with liability limits eroded

by defense costs
– In these situations, creates

opportunity for a proportioned
distribution

• If interpleader is not automatic,
consider filing a separate
action and moving to
consolidate

• Protected resolution of the
problem in some states
– McReynolds v. American

Commerce Ins. Co., 225 Ariz.
125, 235 P.3d 278 (Ct. App. Div.
1 2010)

– Mo. Rev. Stat. § 507.060
(immunity if limit interpleaded and
defense provided)

– Mahan v. American Standard Ins.
Co., 862 N.E.2d 669 (Ind.App.
2007)
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Other recognized approaches

• Settle nothing

• First come, first served

• Settle as many as possible

• Settle the most severe

• Prorate proceeds based
on some formula

• State law specific issues—
know the applicable law

• Thoughts on these
approaches
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Significant Case Law

• Cont’l Cas. Ins. Co. v.
Peckham, 895 F.2d 830, 835
(1st Cir. 1990) (applying MA
law); Liberty Mut. Ins. Co. v.
Davis, 412 F.2d 475 (5th Cir.
1969) (applying FL law); Brown
v. United States Fidelity &
Guaranty Co., 314 F.2d 675
(2d Cir. 1963) (applying NY
law); Farinas v. Florida Farm
Bureau General Ins. Co., 850
So. 2d 555 (Fla. App. 4 Dist.
2003)– maximize “bang for the
buck”

• Texas Farmers Ins. Co. v.
Soriano, 881 S.W.2d 312, 315
(Tex. 1994) – may enter
reasonable settlements to
exclusion of other claimants

• Abstract & Title Guaranty Co.,
Inc. v. Chicago Ins. Co., 489
F.3d 808, 811 (7th Cir. 2007)
(applying IN law)); Country
Mutual Ins. Co. v. Anderson,
628 N.E.2d 499 (Ill. App. 1993)
(okay to interplead when
defense costs erode limit)
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Scenario 2

• general aviation accident in
Florida

• passenger and pilot
• both severely injured
• one person on ground killed
• insurance provides $1

million, sublimited to
$100,000 per passenger

• airplane was borrowed by
pilot

• owner is named insured,
policyholder

• pilot qualifies as an insured
under the omnibus clause

• accident due solely to pilot
error

• claims made by passenger
and family of ground victim
against pilot and owner

• passenger demands $100K
• family of decedent demands

$1M but will release only
pilot, not owner
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Tactics

• Plaintiff’s counsel
– Policy limits demand without regard

to other claims to same fund?
– Time limited demand
– Race to the demand letter and to

the courthouse
– Different approach with limits

eroded by defense costs?

• Policyholder’s counsel
– Insist that its insured be protected

from all claims
– Unfairness of using all insurance

benefits for one to exclusion of the
other

– Consider a Montrose stay
– Be aware of allocation of damages

pursuant to larger settlement rule
or pursuant to culpability of
defendants

– Choice of forum does not always
dictate choice of law (e.g., Enron)

– Encourage reasonable settlement
demands to prioritize

– Different approach with limits
eroded by defense costs?
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Steps to protect insurer against ECL

• This scenario much more
likely to vary by state.
– Some states allow

exhaustion for release of
less than all insureds;
others prohibit it

• Where such settlements
are prohibited (authority in
AK, AZ, CA, KS, NY, WA)
the insurer’s course is
clearer

• If there are good reasons
to settle out one insured
and not another, document
them well
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Significant Case Law

• Contreras v. U.S. Security
Ins. Co., 927 So. 2d 16,
21-22 (Fla. App. 4 Dist.
2006) –endeavor global,
then get the most bang for
the buck

• Bennett v. Conrady, 180
Kan. 485, 305 P.2d 823
(1957) – insurer can settle
with one of multiple
claimants

• Smoral v. Hanover Ins.
Co., 37 A.D.2d 23, 322
N.Y.S.2d 12 (1971) –
insurer cannot prefer one
insured
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When does the insurer’s 
duty to defend end?

• Insurer perspective • Policyholder perspective
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Questions?
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Contact Information

Jonathan M. Stern
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Jerold Oshinsky
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